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Abstract. - Three 4.5 in long dlpoles for Reference
Design D of the proposed Superconducting Super
Collider hive been auccessfully tested. The nngnetB
are cold-Iron (and cold bore) 1-ln-l dlpoles, wound
with current density-graded high homogeneity NbTl
cable In a two-layer cos 0 coll of 40 ram Inner dia-
meter. The coll la prestressed by 15 mm wide stain-
less steel collars, and mounted In a circular, split
Iron yoke of 267 mm outer diameter, supported In a
cylindrical yoke containment vessel. At 4.5 K the
magnets reached a field of about 6.6T with little
training, or the short sample limit of the conductor,
and In subconled (2.6 - 2.4 K) Liquid, 8T wan
achieved. The allowed harmonics were cloae to the
predicted values, and the unallowed harmonica small.
The sextupole trim coll operated at eight times the
required current without training.

INTRODUCTION

This paper reports on test results with the first
several 4.5 m long model dtpoles for Reference Design
D of the proposed Superconducting Super Collider
(SSC). The magnet Is a collaborative effort between
Brookhaven National Laboratory, Lawrence Berkeley
Laboratory, and Ferrallab. The magnet design consol-
idates the principal features of earlier Reference
Designs A and B I D , and draws on the collective ex-
perience with magnets for the CBA Project (2) and the
Tevatron I3|. Reference Design D Is based on high v

field (i 6.0 T) superconducting guide magnet*, allow-*
Ing a relatively "modest" SSC ring circumference (90
km for a guide field of 6.5T). The high field Is
achieved with newly developed high homogeneity NbTl
conductor. Additional magnet features Include a rel-
atively small (40 mm) bore and long (16.6 n) effective
length. (Preparations for the construction of the
first full-length demonstration magnet have been
ntarted.) Reference Design D does not Incorporate the
2-ln-l yoke concept (2 colls In a common Iron yoke) of
Reference Design A, demonstrated In a previous highly
successful series of 4.5 m model SSC dlpoles [4].

HAGNBT DESIGN

Figure 1 shows a cross section of the collared
coll, and Figure 2 a section of the coll-ln-yoke sub-
aiBembly mounted In the yoke containment vessel' (cryo-
stat). The overall diameter of the Iron yoke la 266.7
mm. Omitted from Figure 2 ts the outer vacuum vessel
and magnet support syBtem, not needed In the pool
boiling tests discussed here.

On the outside of the stainless steel cold bore

tube t3 mounted a distributed sextupole correction

winding, required for compensating systematic errors
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Figure 1. Cross section of collared coll assembly
showing bore tube, main colls and stain-
less steel collar. The trim coll,
mounted on the outer diameter of the bore
tube. Is not explicitly shown.

and magnetization effects In collider operation.
Between It snd the main dlpole coll are longitudinal
Insulator strips spaced to furnish annular helium
cooling passages In forced-cooling operation. Roth
Inner and outer dlpole colls are wound from a partial-
ly keystoned, high homogeneity NbTl cable of the
Rutherford type. The lack of full keystonlng commen-
surate with the coll aperture Is compensated for by
copper wedges In the coll cross section (Figure I).
The wedges also furnish additional degrees of freedom
In the field-shaping optimization procedure. To en-
sure cost-effective superconductor utilization, the
Inner coll layer (16 turns/quadrant) Is wound from a
23-strand cable of Cu:SC ratio of 1.3:1 and the outer
layer (20 turns) from a 30-strand cable (1.8:1). The
current density of either cable Is ~ 2100 A/mm2 (at
5T, 4.2K), snd the filament size Is approximately 20
urn. Both lsyers are powered In series. Cable Insu-
lation consists of an overlapping layer of Kapton fol-
lowed by a layer of fiberglass- epoxy. The present
colls retain a strictly provisional feature from Ref-
erence Design A: their end* are flared out to In-
crease the minimum bending radius, allowing the possi-
bility of substituting prereacted NbjSn. Ongoing
experiments Indicate that a flared end la not neces-
sary for NbTl, and future model* of this serle* will
utilize straight ends.
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Figure 2. Overall cross section of magnet, showing
collared tolls mounted In split Iron
yoke and yoke aupport (and helium con-
tainment) vessel.

The colls are compressed with 15 mm wide collars
of fully austenlctc. non-magnetic stainless steel,
similar to those developed for the Tevatrora except
that no welding Is Involved; pins and keys are used
Instead. They provide the necessary restraint to
maintain the coll under a compresslve stress of about
8 kpsi. With the cold Iron separated from the colls
by the 15 ram width of the collars, the Iron contri-
butes ~ 1.7T to the 6.5T central field, but saturation
effects are quite small (the change In the sextupole^
harmonic Is 2 x 10"" of the dlpole, at 1 en).

The yoke laminations (Figure 2), punched from
low-carbon 3teel, contain keyways for accurately loca-
ting the cellared coll aubassembly. The two large
rectangular slots will carry the main and diode bypass
electrical bus (top) and correction element leads In a
magnet string. The four large holes are channels
designed to bypass most (100 g/sec) of the 4 atmos-
phere supercritical helium mass flow; only about 1
g/sec Is needed for transferring heat In the coil
region. The yoke and helium containment vessel Is
fabricated from stainless steel half shells closed on
the mldplane by tenaloned s':alnless steel bands.

MAGNET CONSTRUCTION

The four coll sections of a dlpole are wound sep-
arately on a laminated, convex mandrel with a semi-
automatic winder. They are then epoxy-cured In a
laminated, concave tixture at 130°C under pressures in
the range 60-120 MPA. The epo*y In the fiberglass
conductor wrap Is controlled so that none comes into
contact with the wires during the cure. The coll
sections are assembled around a bore tube to which the
trim coll has already been attached. During this
assembly additional insulation is Introduced: Kapton
on the mldplane and Kapton and a Teflon slip plane
between coll layers. The collars, pre-assembled In
packs, are assembled over the coll package already
Insulated on the o.d. with sevsral layera of Kapton
(Figure 3). They are compressed Incrementally with a
press and keys are inserted to keep them closed. The

Figure 3. Collar packs assembled over colt pack-
age, but not yet compressed and closed
(as indicated by temporary plastic tie-
pieces). Note larger diameter collars
in magnet ends to accommodate flared
coll ends.

material specified for the collars is Nltronlc 40
Btatnless steel, a product of Arraco, selected because
It meets the strength requirements and also exhibits
excellent magnetic (low preraeabillty) properties at
cryogenic temperatures. Keys, unlike welds, facili-
tate repair of magnets. Finally, the collared colls
are mounted in the Iron yoke, previously assembled
from module blocks, and the yoke containment shell Is
closed by stretched stainless steel bands with the top
and bottom yoke subassemblles held in contact under
pressure. Figure 4 shows a finished magnet, ready tor
tests.

MAGNET PERFORMANCE

Training History

The training performance of three dlpoles In
liquid helium at 4.5 K Is shown in Figure 5. The
magnets all reached a stable quench plateau of 6.60T,
In qualitative agreement with short sample expecta-
tions (about 2.75 lower) at this temperature, with
relatively modest training. (The first magnet requir-
ed 6 quenches, with a first quench at 5.66T; the
second required 3, with a first quench at 6.03T, and
the third required 7 with a first quench at 5.8OT).
The subsequent maximum fields reached in sub—cooled
liquid are also indicated In Figure 5. The first
magnet reached a plateau of about 7.9T at 2.6 K, and a
maximum central field of 8.05T st 2.4 K. (The short
sample prediction is about 8.01T at 2.5 K.) At the
time of writing, the second magnet had reached 7.7T
but not yet a clear-cut quench plateau in sub-cooled
helium.

Field Quality

Only field harmonics measured in the first two
dlpoles are discussed here; at the time of writing
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Figure 4. Assembled magnet, undergoing final elec-
trical Inspection before mounting In
vertical testa dewar.
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Figure 5. Dlpole quench performance at 4.5 K, with
performance in subcooled helium also In-
dicated.

analysis of field measurements In dlpole No. 3 was
st i l l In progress. The harmonics reported here are
from the straight section of the magnets, to eliminate
the multlpoles produced by the flared coll ends.
Table t summarizes the allowed (two-dimensional, not
Integrated) harmonics, designated by the usual nota-
tion. Here column 2 gives the calculated (design)
values at 1 cm radius (a "unit" Is the multlpole field
at 1 c» radius, normalized to 10-I* of the dlpole

field), obtained with an Infinite -g computer program.
Columns 3 and 4 list the measured values at a current
of 2 kA (or B_ ~ 2T), and column 5 corresponding rtns
random mult(pole errors calculated by Herrera et al
(S) for assumed 0.05 mm (0.002 Inches) radial and
azlmuthal conductor placement errors. Table II sum-
marizes similar data for the skew and normal nonallow-
ed harmonics. As can be seen, the measured harmonics
are small, with Individual values differing fron the
design values by no more Chan an rras width and showing
a mngnet-to-raagnet variation also well within the rras
band. Figure 6 shows the measured sextupole and deca-
pole harmonics over the full excitation range In the
t.uo magnets, and Figure 7 the transfer functions for
the dlpoles as a function of field. The effect of
magnetization currents at low field Is apparent In
Figure 6, as well as the negligible saturation effects
at high field due to the use of collars.

Table I

Allowed Harmonics (10~l'B0) at 1 cm

b Calculated Measured, Measured. Expacted
n

Value Dlpole Ho.1 Dlpole No.2 rns Eriora

bm

3.56
-0.44
0.17
0.83

-0.02
-0.04

1.3
-0.3

0
0.9
0
0

0
-0.6

0
0.8
0

0

2.6
0.68
0.08
0.02
0.003
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Table
Forbidden Harnonlca

Measured,

Dlpole No.1

0.1

-0.1
0

0.1

0

-1.5
0.3

-0.4
0

-0.1
0

-O.I
0.1

0

II

(lO^B,,) at

Measured,

Dlpole No.2

-0.4
-0.1

0

0

0

-2.4
0.1

-0.3
0.1

0

0

• o

0.1

0

I cs

Expected
rma Errors

1.8

0.57
0.06
0.02
0.004
3.3

0.65
0.73
0.15
0.26
0.05
0.04
0.008
0.009
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Figure 6. Variation of measured sextupole (top) and
decapole (bottom) harmonics with f ield.
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Che trim sextupole was 1*4 degrees, acceptable tor
this first co l l . The centers of the trim and dlpole
differed by 0.008 mm horizontally and 0.12 mm vert i -
cally.
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Figure 7. Transfer function, BQ/I, as s function
of field for two of the dlpoles.

Trim Coll Construction and Performance

These first three magnets utilized sextupole trim
colls wound with ten turns of NbTl wire of 0.52 mm
diameter. The coll was secured to the bore tube with
epoxy-lmpregnated Kevlar strap, wrapped under tension.
Notches In the collar werj used to key the trim coll
to the dlpole (Figure 1 ) .

Each of the trim colls In the first three magnets
was operated without training at eight tines the re-
quired 5A current, with both polarities, at 6.3T dl-
pole field. With 20 pro filaments, about 25 x lO"1*
units of i>2 are produced by magnetization currents In
the dlpole coll at SSC Injection. The trim colls
reduced this to a few tenths of a 10~4 unit at Injec-
tion.

The turraonlcs from the first trlra coll have been
analyzed. The first allowed imiltlpole Is b_, which was
about 0.02 x iV1 units at Injection. The unallowed
multlpoles were less than 0,1 unit except for the
quadrupole terms (b(" O.I unit, al - 0.15 unit). The
difference between th* directlona of Che dlpole and


